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1. Introduction 

The Entel P1 Server is a PTT over Cellular (PoC) server which can work on private or public IP networks with 

Entel DN Radios and Entel Dispatchers.  

The Entel P1 Server supports a full range of PoC functions including group calls, individual calls, dispatcher, 

emergency calls, recorder etc. 

It is available either as a complete turn-key system running on a selection of Entel-supplied Dell standalone 

bare-metal servers or as a cloud-based server running on Amazon Web Services. This document is about the 

AWS one.  

The following diagram shows the setup. 
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2. Installation 

The installation process consists of 2 distinct phases, the Debian Linux operating system and the P1 server 

software. The server is prepared with the operating system and remote access enabled, then Entel will access 

it remotely and install the server software. 

2.1. Operating System 

P1 server requires a basic clean installation of the Debian Version 9 (Stretch) operating system. Any 

additional packages required will be installed as part of the server. It should be command line only 

and have no graphical user interface. 

Before starting this process an AWS account is required. Note that none of the server size options fall 

within the free tier. For full details of these operations, please see AWS documentation. 

2.1.1. Create EC2 instance 

 From AWS console, select instances, then Launch Instance 

 Select AWS market place 

 Select Debian/GNU Linux 9 (Stretch) by Debian for X86_64 

 Select a General Purpose m4 instance:- large for < 100 users, xlarge for >= 100 users 

 Click on Review Instance and Edit Storage. Select 500GB for root device and leave other 

settings as is 

 Click on Launch. Select either use existing keypair if a suitable one is available or create a 

new one. Make sure to download the private key and keep it safe. This is required to 

access the server via ssh or sftp and without the server cannot be used. 

 Wait for instance to be running and note its public IP address 

 Try and connect to it using (eg) ssh -I MyKey.pem admin@ipaddress 

2.1.2. Configure security groups 

The default for an EC2 instance with Debian is to allow ssh access (tcp 22) only. Before it can 

be used as a P1 server a security group must be created which allows all the required ports 

and protocols to be forwarded to the P1 server. 

 From EC2 console select Security Groups 

 Select Create Security Group and give it a suitable name and description, eg P1 Server 

 Add the following inbound rules 

o Port 22 TCP (SSH, is probably in default) 

o Port 4000 TCP (Proxy) 

o Port 4321 TCP (Web Interface) 

o Port 8082 TCP (Recorder) 

o Port 65001 TCP and UDP (Main PoC server) 

 Leave the default outbound rule of anything to anywhere, this can be tightened later if 

required. 

 Apply the security group to the new P1 instance, in addition to the default one 

2.1.3. Configure IP address 

The default for an EC2 instance is to be given a private IP address within a Virtual Private 

Cloud belonging to the AWS account and a public IP address allocated from AWS free pool 

which is then mapped to the private IP address of the server. The private IP address of the 

server remains constant but the public IP can change if the server is stopped and restarted. To 

avoid this, a static IP should be allocated and then assigned to the server. 

 From EC2 console select Elastic IP Addresses 

 Click on Allocate and choose the default option for Amazon Pool of IP addresses 

 Assign that to the instance, selecting the single available private IP address 

 The server will now be on the new IP address, it does not need to be restarted 



2.1.4. P1 Server Installation 

In order to be able to install the P1 Server software, remote secure shell (ssh) access must be 

granted. This will involve supplying Entel with the private key and a root capable login. 

Access is via 

ssh -I MyKey.pem admin@publicipaddress 

 

Root access is obtained by command 

sudo su 

3. IP Addressing and Port Configuration 

AWS servers are always accessed by their public address (the Elastic IP address) as setup in section 2. 

4. P1 Server Configuration 

The P1 Server will be supplied with a default configuration as described in Entel document titled:- 

P1 System default configuration 

For further changes, use the T.Commander Web Interface. 

This is available at address https://p1ipaddress:4321 where p1ipaddress is the address in section 3. 

Login: admin 

Password: Will be supplied by Entel and may be changed 

5. Terminal Configuration 

Terminals (DNs, Gateways, Smartphones or Dispatchers) need 4 pieces of information to be able to connect 

to the P1 server. 

 User Name 

 Password 

 Server Address 

 Server Port 

The usernames and passwords are pre-configured on the server by Entel before delivery but may be added 

to or changed via T.Commander, select the server and then users and add one or more users. 

The Server Address is the Public Address of the server as determined in section 3. 

The Server Port is always 65001 

For details of how to configure the different devices for P1 please see document titled 

P1 Server, DN, Gateway, Smartphone & Dispatcher Configuration 

6. Operation and Maintenance 

There are 2 things considered here with operation and maintenance: backup and restore of the complete 

system in case of catastrophic failure, and backup and restore of the databases in case of data corruption. 

 

For the AWS server a snapshot of the disk can be taken at any time without stopping the server. It is then a 

very quick process to restore the complete system including data to the last snapshot. It is thus preferred to 

just take very regular snapshots which can be easily used to restore the system to the last known good state. 

 

6.1. Backup and Restore System 

This describes the procedure to take a complete backup of a P1 server and then restore it. 

It is recommended to create a snapshot lifecycle policy to take regular snapshots of the P1 server EC2 

volume. To do this:  

 Go to Elastic Block Store, Lifecycle Manager 

https://p1ipaddress:4321/


 Select Create Snapshot Lifecycle Policy 

 Select how often to create snapshots, eg daily 

 Select how long to keep snapshots, eg 1 week, 1 month etc 

 Select how to identify volumes that will use this policy, eg via tag such as Backup: Daily 

 Go to volume in volume list and assign the tag Backup: Daily to this volume 

 Lifecycle Manager will then take a daily snapshot of the volume. 

6.1.1. Backup 

Create a snapshot of the running server either by 

 Selecting volume from the volume list and select Create Snapshot from menu to take an 

immediate snapshot 

or 

 Use one of the snapshots generated by the lifecycle policy 

6.1.2. Restore 

The procedure to follow is 

 Identify the snapshot to restore from snapshots menu, either a manually created one or 

one generated by the lifecycle policy. 

 Create a volume from the snapshot, this is the New Volume 

 Look at the instance and how the current volume, the Old Volume, is attached eg xvda 

 Stop the instance 

 Detach the Old Volume 

 Attach the New Volume to the same attachment point as the Old Volume was 

 Restart the instance 

 Server starts in the state it was when the snapshot was taken including all data 

6.2. Backup and Restore Databases 

The procedure for backup and restore of databases is as follows. For full details see Tassta 

documentation. The basic procedure is:- 

 Log on to T.Commander with admin account 

 Go to Settings 

 Go to Tools 

 Go to System Backups 

 Select Files to Download to local PC and save them 

 Upload Files to Server 

 Select Files to Restore 

 


